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They are great for a variety or reasons
that we will talk about, but you want
to make sure that a floating water
bouncer is the best choice for you and
your family.

In addition to fun, there are other
benefits of water bouncers. In 2019, it
was reported that roughly 85 percent
of girls and 78 percent of boys did not
complete at least one hour of physical
activity per day.

One of the best ways to get boys and
girls exercising is by using exciting
equipment like water bouncers, but who
are floating water bouncers best for?

The good news is that at Splashy McFun,
we have gone through the key things you
should know about water bouncers.

So if you would like to learn whether or
not a floating water bouncer is best for
you, then keep reading!

Floating water bouncers can 
really elevate your summer fun! 
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You may have seen images of people having
fun on water bouncers before. However,
water bouncers often get mistaken with
water trampolines.

Many people don't know that there are a few
main differences that make water bouncers
unique. One unique feature that water
bouncers have is their structure.

Their structure is different from a water
trampoline, as they have springs while water
bouncers do not. The water bouncer's jump
surface is supported by spring-less
interlocking webbing that is connected from
flotation tubes to jump surfaces.

This is what gives the water bouncer the
ability for people to bounce on it.

What Makes Water 
Bouncers Unique?

Water bouncers also do not provide as high of
a bounce compared to a floating trampoline.
However, they do still offer a great bounce
height for those that don't want to bounce
very high.

Another thing about water bouncers is that
they generally only hold a light weight. This
means that for people who require heavier
weight support this may not be the option for
them.

Water bouncers are also not the best option
for supporting the weight of groups of
people.



In general, water bouncers are very versatile, and
they can be used by almost anyone.

However, there are a few key people that water
bouncers would be best for.

Who Is It Best 
For? One of the groups of people that water bouncers are great for is younger kids.

This is because of the size of the water bouncers and also the support they
offer.
Another reason why water bouncers are a good choice for children is that they
don't have a very high bounce. This means that generally, it is safer for kids
because they cannot fall from a significant height if they were to bounce too
high.

Younger Kids

Aside from children, people who are just beginning to explore water
trampolining can benefit from a water bouncer. Again one of the reasons for
this is because the bounce height isn't too high so they can safely get a feel for
bouncing on the water.
Plus, water bouncers generally aren't designed for groups of people, so
beginners can bounce alone.
While we have covered some different types of people that water bouncers are
for, almost anyone can use them. The number one priority is ensuring that
people can have fun in a safe environment.
There are also various different styles and even sizes when it comes to water
bouncers that are available. So whatever water bouncer or
water accessories you are looking for, Splashy McFuns can help you.

Beginners
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One of the best things about having a 
water bouncer is that they offer so many 
benefits. We have covered a few of the 
top benefits of having a water bouncer 
below.

The Benefits of 
Water Bouncers
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Great 
Exercise

A great way to keep fit without feeling
like you are doing a lot of strenuous
exercises is to use a water bouncer.

Water bouncing is easy to get into, and
once you have it set up, you can simply
start bouncing!

Not only that, but water sports are a
great way to work your cardiovascular
system.

So whether you have younger kids or
you would like to use a water bouncer
yourself, you can be sure you will be
getting a great workout.

Of course, one of the biggest benefits
of using a water bouncer is the fact
that it's fun. There is so much
enjoyment and excitement to be had
from bouncing!

The best part is that once it's set up,
there is no limit to how much you can
use it, so you are free to enjoy
bouncing anytime you like.

It's also perfect for making any event a
little bit more exciting. So no matter
what type of day the kids are having,
they can always relax and enjoy
themselves on the water bouncer.

It’s 
Fun

Has Other Uses on the 
Water

In addition to being a fun water bouncer,
they can also be used for other water
related activities. They can act as a floating
swim platform or swim deck.

Great to lay out and catch a tan while
talking and relaxing with your friends and
family.

If you are into water sports, diving, or
snorkeling it can be your home base and
you can keep SUPs, kayaks, and water toys
on or tied up to your floating water
bouncer.

4

Some people hear about water
bouncers and they love the idea of
having one. However, sometimes it
seems like it is too good to be true and
the price may be an issue.

This couldn't be further from the
truth, as there are some excellent
water bouncers available at great
prices.

Water bouncers often last for years, so
over the lifespan of a water bouncer,
you actually find that they are very
cost-effective.

Value for 
Money
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info@splashymcfun.com (888) -897-7527

Using a water bouncer is not only an excellent
summer activity and great for keeping fit, but it is also
so much fun.

If you have younger kids or you are considering a new
way of exercising, then a water bouncer is a great
choice for you.

Get a Water Bouncer 
Today

Let us know if you have any questions or if you're looking to invest in a water bouncer.

At Splashy McFun, we always aim to make our water
bouncers as enjoyable and affordable as possible.

So if you would like to learn more about the kind of
water bouncers that we offer, why not contact us
today!
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